
RUGGED PERFORMANCE . COMPETITIVELY PRICED

The only under tailgate spreader with a fold flat 
cover/backplate. Easiest to clean. Easiest to maintain. 

WE’VE  GOT  YOU  COVERED

AN ALAMO GROUP COMPANY

WORKS  SAFELY
CLEANS  EASILY
PERFORMS  RELIABLY

http://henkemfg.com


THE ULTIMATE CHOICE
FOR EASY MAINTENANCE AND 

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

UNIQUE MULTI-POSITION COVER/BACKPLATE
Henke’s UTS-9 features 4 different settings from fully closed to fully open 
in a 90º flat position. This gives you the easiest position to clean and 
maintain the 9” auger and spreader unit.

SET-BACK POSITION FOR INCREASED MATERIAL CAPACITY
Opening the spreader to the set-back position allows for additional 
tailgate swing giving you increased material capacity.

SAFETY LOCK-OUT DEVICE
Safety is important at Henke Manufacturing, the UTS-9 is designed to 
disengage the motor when gaining access to the auger. Additionally, our 
exclusive side mounting plates limit access during operation.

BETTER MATERIAL FLOW BY DESIGN
Our sloped rear apron helps shed material from the dump body into the 
conveyor trough and helps prevent material build-up. This increases your 
operating uptime and decreases needed cleaning.

DESIGNED TO BE EASY TO MAINTAIN AND PREVENT DOWNTIME
The offset motor mount makes maintenance a snap while preventing 
material build-up on the shaft which can prematurely blow a seal.

FOLD FORWARD CLEAN OUT
The first step in using the fold forward clean out is to disengage the safety 
lock-out device. The spinner assembly stays attached giving you quick and 
easy access.

ALL-SEASON USE
The optional berm chute gives you the flexibility to disperse aggregate.

HENKE’S HXC2000, The only V-Box Spreader 
on the market with a remove-able conveyor 
system, designed to be easy to maintain and 
cost-effective for the long haul. 
Learn more about it in this new YouTube video

A DEDICATED TEAM THAT DELIVERS
Listening to our customers helps us understand the 
unique challenges they’re faced with. That, in turn, 
helps our engineering and manufacturing team use their 
expertise to design solutions that perform beyond specs 
and expectations.

When you call on HENKE, you’ll receive first rate service 
backed by a team of seasoned industry professionals. 
With HENKE, your concern is our concern and we do 
everything we can to create a successful outcome for you.

SPECIFICATIONS

Body is designed to fit below the dump bodies tailgate with outside widths 
ranging from 94” - 96”

Heavy -duty 7-gauge cover/backplate and trough with 1/4 ″ endgates 

9″ diameter carbon steel auger. Auger shaft is tapped at one end to allow 
installation of speed sensor

3 heavy-duty latches keep cleanout door securely sealed

20″ polyurethane spinner disk is adjustable front-to-back and side-to side,  
and can be removed without tools

Auger motor is offset from hopper body to prevent damage to seal

Quick disconnect mounting kit with 1/4 ″pins

888.682.9010
henkemfg.com

AN ALAMO GROUP COMPANY

Click here to watch a short YouTube video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swH-yBVnhsk
http://henkemfg.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjWeu8q5k1k
http://henkemfg.com
http://henkemfg.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjWeu8q5k1k&list=PLIl0pG2afnolZZgr7RpzwI1UIJn8dvapk
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